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SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 

The mobile solar lantern monitors are designed to measure step count for a user with the aim to 

1. Evaluate lantern usage pattern – static or mobile. 

2. Evaluate lantern charge and discharge pattern to understand consumption behaviour.  

 
For the purpose of this study, lantern monitors are distributed to randomly selected 60 
households. The key constituents of the monitors are listed in Table 1. The total cost of a 
monitor is £177.54. 

TABLE 1: Constituents of Lantern monitors  

COMPONENT  DESCRIPTION  LINK 

Arduino MKR 
GSM 1400  

Microprocessor  https://uk.rs-online.com/web/p/processor-
microcontroller-development-kits/1711860/  

Sparkfun 
ADXL345 

3-axis accelerometer to 
estimate step count 

https://www.mouser.co.uk/ProductDetail/SparkFun
/SEN-
09836?qs=%2fha2pyFadugqEUE%2fJ2lEQaawd3dKqs
TBMi5zjlqKQkX3xOt%252bQ8a8TL8skoQHIf3TM97n
R0WoUmU=  

SD breakout 
board 

To integrate the memory card https://www.amazon.co.uk/Adafruit-MicroSD-
Breakout-Board-
Adapter/dp/B00NAY2NAI/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=
1545319191&sr=8-
2&keywords=adafruit+micro+sd+card+breakout+boa
rd%2B  

Voltage 
monitor 

To measure solar battery 
level 

Designed in-house 

GSM Antenna  To allow GSM communication  https://www.amazon.co.uk/Adafruit-Sticker-type-
Cellular-Quad-Band-
Antenna/dp/B00N4YMMTG/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qi
d=1545318668&sr=8-1&keywords=Slim+Sticker-
type+GSM%2FCellular+Quad-Band+Antenna+-
+3dBi+uFL  

3.7V Battery  To power the device  https://uk.farnell.com/bak/103456a-1s-3m/battery-
lithium-ion-3-7v-2050mah/dp/2401856?MER=AT-
MER-ALL-BT-HIST-ALL-0 

 

The mobile lantern monitors comprise of a D.light S30 solar lantern fitted with an Arduino-based 
monitoring device as shown in the fig. 2. The most integral part of the device is the Arduino MKR 
GSM 1400 board connected to an ADXL345 inertial motion unit sensor. The ADXL is used to 
generate activity and freefall interrupts based on acceleration readings when the lantern is in 
use. These interrupts are, in turn, processed to calculate the step count of the user. Additionally, 
the voltage of lantern battery is measured using an in-house designed voltage monitor to 
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evaluate the discharging and charging patterns. The updated values of step count, rate of change 
of steps and device and lantern battery voltage are stored only if a significant change in the step 
count is detected. A packet containing the updated values is also sent to heed-data server 
hosted at Coventry University via GSM communication for remote monitoring. A GSM board was 
selected, despite its higher energy consumption, owing to lack of Wi-Fi connectivity in the 
camps. The device is packaged within the lantern casing and powered through a re-chargeable 
Li-Ion battery of 3.7V and a rating of 7.59Wh as shown in fig. 2. The expected battery life of the 
device is ~1week, after which the battery must be replaced and recharged.  
 

 
Fig. 1: D-light S30 lanterns fitted with activity monitoring system 

 

 
Fig. 2: Mobile lantern monitoring system fitted in a D-light S30 lantern  

 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The lantern monitors are programmed to estimate step count of the user based on activity and 
freefall interrupts generated by the ADXL345 sensor. An activity interrupt is triggered when 
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acceleration on X axis exceeds a set threshold, and a freefall interrupt is triggered when 
acceleration on all axis is below a set threshold for a given amount of time. An activity interrupt 
followed by a freefall interrupt is considered as a single step. The change in step count is 
compared to the last stored value using Linear-SIP in 1-minute intervals. If the change in step 
count differs from the predicted value by >=10 steps, it is considered as a meaningful event and 
the updated step count and rate of change of steps is recorded along with the device and lantern 
voltage and corresponding timestamp. A heartbeat mechanism has also been implemented to 
ensure that the device sends at least one packet per day to detect dead nodes. The scripts for 
software implementation can be found on GitHub here. 

DEPLOYMENT DETAILS 
 

PHASE 1 DEPLOYMENT 

 

For the first phase of study, 60 lantern monitors were distributed to 60 households in Nyabiheke 
refugee camp, Rwanda, during the 1st week of July 2019. The selected participants were 
summoned to the community hall and were introduced to the project and the use and 
maintenance of lanterns prior to the distribution. 

CHALLENGES FACED POST PHASE 1 DEPLOYMENT 

 

Two key challenges were faced post deployment of the monitors  
1. GSM connectivity - Issues with poor network connectivity were observed throughout the 

first 3 months of study. This led to gaps in data (due to missing timestamps), poor yield 
(actual data packets received on the server as a percentage of expected data packets) 
and rapid battery loss due to numerous attempts for re-transmission. 

2. Wire cuts– Since the devices were put together and soldered in the lab, some loose wires 
or wire cuts were noted over time. These were fixed by local electricians. 

3. Failures in device components – Erratic and random failures in one or more of the device 
components were noted when collecting data in motion. This led to discontinuity in data 
collection by the devices leading to gaps in data till subsequent device reset 

4. Formatted/stolen SD cards – On inspecting SD card data from the lantern monitors, it 
was noted that quite a few of the SD cards were removed from the devices and used to 
store music or other files for phones leading to loss in data. 

 

PHASE 2 DEPLOYMENT 

 

Considering the above GSM and MQTT failures due to poor MTN reception in the camps and its 
adverse effect on the quality of data and battery life of devices, a change in the design of lantern 
monitors was realized for the second phase of study. Two key changes were made to the design: 

1. The use of GSM was discontinued, and the data is stored locally on the SD card. 

https://github.com/jbrusey/HEED-Monitoring/tree/master/Lantern/Lantern
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2. An external RTC module is used to collect timestamps (see fig. 3).  
3. An internal watchdog timer is used to reset the device in case of failures to resume data 

collection  
The above changes were made to ensure no gaps in data and significantly improve yield as well 
as battery life of devices.  
 

 
Fig. 3: Modified clay stove monitoring system with RTC module 

 
For phase 2 of study, the devices were collected from the camp on 7th of Oct 2019 and modified 
as above. A total of 54 lantern monitors were then distributed to the households between 8th 
and 9th of Oct 2019 and data collection is still ongoing. The batteries for the lanterns are changed 
on a weekly basis. However, failures in equipment are persistent and require occasional ard 
resets (done manually) despite the use of watchdog timer. The GPS location for these devices 
can be found here. 

DATA ANALYSIS 
 

Table 2 contains the description of data collected by the lantern monitors.  
 
TABLE 2: Data collected by a lantern monitor 

DATA FIELD  VARIABLE NAME  UNITS  DESCRIPTION  

Time stamp  Unixtime  Unix time  Real time when data is collected  

Raw step count   Raw Step Count   Decimal 

format   

Sum of step count measured since device 

reset  

Smoothed step 

count   

Smoothed Step 

Count  

Decimal 

format   

Sum of step count measured and smoothed 

over past readings since device reset   

Smoothed step 

rate   

Step Rate   Decimal 

format   

Rate of change of smoothed step count 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1KpJgk_PpBbKZvbV6-Wc6y356BBCk4FZ8&ll=-2.486121916581303%2C29.52193590014656&z=16
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Device battery 

level   

Device voltage   Integer 

units   

Voltage level of the battery for Arduino MKR 

board. A raw integer value of 1023 

corresponds to 4.2V   

Solar battery 

level   

Lantern voltage Integer 

units   

Voltage level of the battery for the solar 

lantern. A raw integer value of 1023 

corresponds to 6.6V   

Error code  Error  Decimal 

format  

Error code indicating specific failure in device 

functionality.  

ERR_GSM_CONNECTION_FAILED = 2  

ERR_MQTT_CONNECTION_FAILED = 3  

ERR_MQTT_TRANSMISSION_FAILED=5  

ERR_CSV_OPEN = 7  

ERR_CSV_WRITE = 11  

ERR_GSM_ATTACH_FAILED = 13  

Sequence no.  Seq no.  Decimal 

format  

Sequence number of the packet  

 

A sample of data collected by mobile lantern 1 is shown in Table 3. 

 

TABLE 3: Sample data for lantern monitors 

UNIXTIME RAW STEP 
COUNT 

SMOOTHED 
STEP 

COUNT 

STEP RATE LANTERN 
VOLTAGE 

DEVICE 
VOLTAGE 

ERROR SEQ NO. 

1570790263 0 0 0 423 909 0 0 

1570790318 21 12.42 0.18 424 910 0 1 

1570790348 50 32.96 0.43 424 910 0 2 

1570790475 63 74.18 0.2 426 909 0 3 

1570790518 63 70.53 0.03 427 910 0 4 

 

Using the data above, following analysis is intended to be performed.  

1. Evaluate the activity states – mobile and static.  

2. Evaluate usage pattern – frequency and duration of mobile use. 

3. Evaluate charge and discharge pattern of the lantern.  
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